One Way Glide
The unique inner surface of the One Way Glide (OWG) products allow gliding in only one
direction and resist sliding back in the opposite direction. The OWG focuses especially on
supporting a correct sitting position and proper posture, as once placed correctly in position it
will not move forward toward front of the chair. The one way sliding direction helps when there
is a need for moving the client easily and gently to a more upright position in the chair.
The OWG in different lengths and widths allows better a fit, regardless of type of wheelchair,
chair, armchair, etc. The non-slip outer surface prevents the OWG from sliding out of position.

One Way Glide long
The long open model OWG with velour surface is especially developed for clients who
are often re-positioned in the chair. It has handles along both sides and at the end for a
better handling and working position for the caregiver. The velour top surface provides
a comfortable feeling and allows a slight opposite sliding movement in comparison to
the non-slip surface.
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OWG tube non-slip max 140 kg

100 x 80 cm
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OWG tube non-slip max 140 kg

60 x 80 cm
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OWG tube non-slip max 140 kg

45 x 45 cm
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OWG tube non-slip max 140 kg

37 x 43 cm
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OWG tube velour max 140 kg

40 x 50 cm
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OWG tube velour max 140 kg

37 x 43
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OWG open long velour max 140 kg

40 x 130 cm

Etac glide boards
The different models of Etac glide boards are used in many transfer situations between wheelchair,
power wheelchair, bed, bathing chair, car, etc. The boards can be used both for caregiver-assisted
transfer and by the patient alone, if the patient has enough strength in arms and body and good
balance. Etac provides several types of transfer boards that can be adapted for many different
transfer situations, both in institutions and at home.

Dolphin – Toilet transfer board
The Dolphin transfer board is used when moving between the toilet, wheelchair, bathing
chair, or similar. The smooth fiberglass top-side allows easy transfer by sliding into
position. The specific design means that the board can remain in place while using
the toilet, thus avoiding the risk of incidents when removing the transfer board. The
non-slip surface on the underside prevents the board from sliding out of position.
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Dolphin toilet transfer board, max 150 kg

Length 69 cm

